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Background



Fieldwork, software, and the community

• Navigate researcher-community collaboration ethically
• Community members as collaborators, not research subjects
• Give community members maximum agency

• Engaging the community is complicated by current software and
practices
• Technical barrier to use existing software
• Need for linguistic training for e.g. applying morphological labels
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Current standard annotation practices

cat-s would=’ve chase-d mice
cat-PL COND=PERF chase-PST PL\mouse

Diminished usefulness for understudied languages

• Theoretical issues
• Early commitment to an analysis
• Assumption of segmental patterns

• Practical issues
• Suboptimal use of human time
• Requires linguistic training
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Existing software for annotation

• Requires non-trivial technological ability

• Low integration with other software prevents linguists from making
use of rapid advances in NLP and CL
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Doing better

• Word-and-Paradigm Morphology
• A more intuitive annotation process and software interface

• Computational methods and machine learning
• Automating the initial steps of analysis
• Suggesting most informative data points to analyse next
• Automatically extending the annotation and analysis to new data
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Word and Paradigm morphology

• Establishing parallel relationships of form and meaning between
words
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Word and Paradigm morphology

• Establishing parallel relationships of form and meaning between
words

• The word is the smallest unit
• Defined by its place in a system of
contrasts, not by its component parts

• Concepts like paradigm cell or lexeme
are emergent
• The result of establishing contrasts
and similarities between words along
different dimensions
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WP-inspired annotation

The annotator’s task: decide whether two items in context share a
property or not

1. Do two words belong to the same lexeme?
2. Are pairs of words belonging to different lexemes in an analogous
relationship?

sink ∼ sunk
ring ∼ rung
wink ∼ winked

This allows us to identify the cells that define the system
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A machine-aided workflow for morphological analysis

Goal: paradigmatic morphological analysis from documentary corpora

• Computational automation of the initial steps of the analysis

• The annotator corrects the initial analysis
• Simple task: same or different?

• Active learning
• Updates the analysis after each annotator correction
• Directs the annotator’s attention to the most informative data points
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The workflow



Step 1: Automated paradigm discovery

• List of lemmas
+ corpus
+ machine-learning method (Jin et al. 2020)
= initial unlabeled paradigms

• System searches a documentary corpus to identify related forms for
each lexeme and group surface forms into paradigms

Cell
Lexeme 1 2 3 4 5 6
HEAR hear heard - hearing heart -
HELP help - helped helping - helps

…
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Step 2: Same or different? (Lexemes)

• Automatically extract examples of each form in context from the
corpus

• The annotator marks items that don’t belong with the others
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Step 2: Same or different? (Lexemes)

• Over time, the system uses annotator corrections to improve its
suggestions via active learning

• Items are reordered in real time to make efficient use of annotator
time
• The software gradually learns which items belong together and which
to exclude with minimal user input 11



Step 3: Same or different? (Analogies)

• Pairwise analogy to group forms instantiating the same paradigm
cell.

• The annotator’s task is the same: mark words that don’t belong, and
confirm those that do

• Annotation order is determined using active learning, as before 12



The result: Unlabeled paradigms
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Case Study: Wao Terero



Case Study: Wao Terero

Wao Terero provides a demonstration of this workflow in the field.

• Linguistic isolate spoken in Ecuadorian Amazon
• Estimated 1,200-3,000 speakers
• No standard orthography

• Collaboration with native speakers (Spanish-Wao bilinguals)
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Case Study: Wao Terero

• Two native speaker consultants from the Wao community of
Geyepade served as annotators.
• Neither consultant had taken a course in linguistics

• 10 minutes of training, with Spanish verbal paradigms
• annotate as many items (lexemes and paradigm cells) as possible
within 1 hour

• Annotators found the task understandable and interesting, with
high inter-annotator agreement across annotated examples
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Proof of concept

Copot et. al (2021)

Proposed workflow has high potential to increase community
engagement
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Future Work



Future work: Annotator input

• Currently, annotators can only confirm or reject examples

• Future versions of the software will allow direct user input to
correct incomplete paradigms
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Conclusion



Benefits of the Workflow for Linguistic Fieldwork

Word-and-Paradigm annotation makes direct comparisons in context

• Intuitive for untrained consultants
• Increases community participation

• Defers difficult decisions about segmentation and labeling
• Paradigmatic analysis of morphological system as a whole

• Modular architecture:
• Future improvements in state of the art machine learning can
immediately benefit annotator

• Annotation output may be used for linguistic analysis as well as
community resource development
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Many thanks to our consultants,
Flora and Alberto Boyotai!



Appendix



Concordance Workflow



Concordance Workflow



Edit Trees (Jin et al., 2020)



UD Treebanks



Analogy-based Annotation Workflow



Experiments and results



Experiments: English & Croatian

• Universal Dependencies datasets for English and Croatian provide
a gold standard for evaluation

• Annotators: 4 linguists (2 per language), fluent English speakers
• English: upper estimate of model + annotator performance
• Croatian: unfamiliar language

• Formalized annotation guidelines provide instructions and
guidance for dealing with ambiguity

• Annotators had 30 minutes to annotate lexeme data and 30 minutes
for cell data



English & Croatian Results

Lexeme

Acc. Marked Corr.
English
Base 81% - -
A1 84% 58 50
A2 83% 43 33
Croatian
Base 66% - -
A3 67% 19 19
A4 66% 12 12

Cell

Acc. Marked Corr.
English
Base 67% - -
A1 97% 129 120
A2 94% 119 108
Croatian
Base 90% - -
A3 90% 8 -1
A4 90% 28 16



Experiments: Wao Terero

Wao Terero provides a demonstration of this workflow in the field.

• Linguistic isolate spoken in Ecuadorian Amazon
• Estimated 1,200-3,000 speakers
• No standard orthography

• Part of ongoing fieldwork and language documentation project
• Collaboration with native speakers (Spanish-Wao bilinguals)



Experiments: Wao Terero

• Model input:
• Wao Terero New Testament
• Multi-syllabic target lemmas

• Two native speaker consultants from the Wao community of
Geyepade serve as annotators.
• Neither consultant has taken a course in linguistics
• Annotators given 10 minutes of training on task using Spanish verbal
paradigms

• A non-native linguistics Ph.D. student also completed the
annotation experiment.



Results: Wao Terero

• No gold annotations. We instead measure annotation speed and
collect qualitative feedback.

67 tokens/h Wao consultants (each)
776 tokens/h Fieldworker

• Differences in speed reflect different annotation strategies:
• Meaning in context vs. orthographic similarity

• Annotators found the task understandable and valuable, but the
data was challenging
• More natural texts and better heuristics for dealing with ambiguous
lexeme categories may improve future performance
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